MISSION BIT

Mission Bit is calling on those with a passion for code and community empowerment to join our team and dedicate their skills and knowledge towards uplifting SF Bay Area students and closing the tech divide. Our instructors have the opportunity to work closely with high schoolers, the world’s innovators of tomorrow, and share their enthusiasm for code, insightful career advice, and desire to help others. As an instructor, you will be at the forefront of designing creative lesson plans, and connecting with students to provide an engaging and welcoming classroom environment. We offer $37.50 per hour.

Why teach with Mission Bit?
We combine social justice and computer science education to empower minority students with knowledge to navigate an industry that has increasing prevalence in our day-to-day lives. We believe that every student should have access to a STEM education, confidence in their abilities, and enough support to guide them into the tech industry with ease.

What courses can you apply towards?
Please see the following for a brief description, times, dates, and specific requirements for each course.

- Intro to Web Programming
- Android Game Design 101
- Career Prep

Primary Responsibilities:
- Instruct an engaging, fun, and varied class of 15-20 students in multiple coding languages
- Build meaningful connections to students and generate positive classroom vibes to ensure intellectual, emotional, and physical safety for all students
- Assess and monitor student progress to ensure students comprehend the given material
- Collaborate with Instructor Assistants to maintain positive, community-oriented classroom environment and further support classroom management
- Provide constructive feedback, as well as thoughtful career advice and resources to promote personal growth and achievement
- Reflect and revise your practice to improve student outcomes
- Facilitate classroom discussions that exhibit patience and understanding; circumvent discussions to remain on task
- Be an ambassador of Mission Bit on-site and at field trips or events to further support the development and growth of our org

Min. Qualifications:
- BS in Computer Science or have graduated from a coding bootcamp
• Be able to pass a technical skills assessment test
• Understanding of multiple coding languages and programming platforms [please see course links above for specific coding/programming requirements]
• Values align with our mission and is passionate about sharing their CS knowledge
• Attentive, empathetic, patient individuals that are sensitive to the diverse educational, cultural, and linguistic backgrounds of others
• Punctual, organized, and comes prepared to class through the given term
• Available for instructor orientation, off-site field trips, end-of-course events

How to Apply:
• Send resume and cover letter to hiring@missionbit.com
• Title email subject line as “Summer Instructor - Course Preference - Your Name”

All applicants must be willing to take a technical skills assessment test.